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Variation to Consent - RML14076 Condition 17
Horizon Trust Management Limited 277 Whenuku Road, Normanby Section 38 Patea District

Executive Summary
Horizon Trust Management Limited, is applying for a variation under Section 127 of the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA), to amend condition 17 of RML14076. The current condition restricts
quarry-related heavy vehicle movements on Whenuku Road to a maximum of 16 truck movements
per day.
This application seeks to increase these movements to a maximum of 40 heavy vehicles per day
(80 movements), with a maximum of 60 heavy vehicles per day (120 movements) for 10 days of the
year. The allowance is to cater for variable periods where there are no movements due to adverse
weather conditions and to assist with delivering on major contract work at peak times. This more
accurately reflects what is occurring.
For these types of applications, Sections 88 to 121 of the RMA apply as if the application was an
application for resource consent for a discretionary activity. As part of processing these types of
applications, a Council must, in determining if there are any adversely affected parties, consider
every person who made a submission on the original application and may be affected by the
change or cancellation. Under Section 127 of the RMA only the change to the condition can be
considered. It does not provide for the reconsideration of the entire consent.
We ask that the application proceed by way of ‘limited notification’ under Section 95B of the RMA
to all persons affected by the proposal (being the landowners and occupiers of Whenuku Road).
The applicant has undertaken consultation with those potentially affected by the proposal,
however they have not been successful in obtaining full written approval from all parties. With the
ongoing implications of physical distancing under Covid-19 Horizons Trust Management Ltd would
prefer to progress this via the limited notification process.
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1

Introduction

Horizon Trust Management Limited is the parent entity for South Taranaki Quarries which operate
the quarry site at the end of Whenuku Road, Hawera, 3 kilometres west of Normanby, South
Taranaki.

The quarry was established in 2011 by Grant Cudby Contracting Limited and was taken over by
Horizon Trust Management Limited a little over two years ago. The land occupied by the quarry is
owned by Bill and Mary Schrader. The quarry currently produces and supplies aggregates for the
local community of Hawera, mainly used as base course products in roading, pathways, drainage,
cow races and foundation works for infrastructure projects such as the new Hawera Countdown
building and carpark.

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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2

Consent Background

The quarry currently operates under the following local and regional council consents
Consent
Number

Consent Type & Purpose

Granted

Review

Expiry

South Taranaki District Council Consents
RML14076

Land use – Expand, Operate and
Reinstate a Quarry Business

11 August 2015

2016, 2017
2019 and every
five years after
that

2030
15 years post
granted

RML13110

Land Use – Change of consent
Conditions 7 and 14
New Condition 29

27 January 2014

Not specified

2030
15 years post
granted

RML11031

Land Use – Operate a Quarry Business

2 November 2011

Not specified

2030
15 years post
granted

Taranaki Regional Council Consents
7845-1.1

DS DG
To discharge treated stormwater and
incidental groundwater from a quarry
site through land seepage and into
Waingongoro River and its tributary

07 July 2011

June 2020

1 June 2029

10017-1.0

SM
To realign and install piping in sections
of two unnamed tributaries of the
Waingongoro
River,
including
associated
disturbance
and
reclamation of the streambed

19 August 2015

June 2023

1 June 2029

10018-1.0

IGT
To
take
groundwater
to quarrying operations

19 August 2015

June 2023

1 June 2029

incidental

We have included the South Taranaki District Council consent decision letters as Appendix 8.
The quarry is currently extracting around 55,000m3 of material per year which is more than double
the 20,000m3 consented. It has been identified that increased traffic volumes on Whenuku Road
and subsequent damage to the road and impact on other users is the activity that needs to be
addressed urgently, hence the application for a variation to the existing consent to address heavy
truck movements.
The applicant has done work on site to improve safety and impacts on the environment and is aware
that they will need a new consent to address both the additional volumes of material being
extracted from the quarry and any other changes that have occurred on site since the consent dated
11 August 2015. The applicant therefore intends to apply for a consent within 6 months of lodging
this application for variation to address;
•

Additional volumes of material being extracted
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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•
•

•
•
•

Relocation of the crushing plant - 15m away from previous location and lower in the pit to
reduce noise and set in behind a natural earth wall to act as noise buffer.
Upgraded plant to an electric plant which is quieter and runs from a brand new CAT
generator which is encased in a noise reduction housing and sits inside an open shed
which is set behind an earth noise reduction wall.
Relocation of site office – 15m from previous location
Re-instatement into paddocks not happening due to new lake concept
Stockpile height

3 Site Description
Quarry Site
The quarry is located at 277 Whenuku Road, Normanby. The property where the quarry is located
is in the Rural Zone and is bounded by the Waingongoro River in the west and north. This
watercourse is of particular significance to the region, firstly because of its importance to Iwi - both
Ngaati Ruanui and Ngaruahine and secondly, as a popular fishing and recreational destination.
Part of the site is immediately adjacent to the river however no quarry material extraction will
occur within 20m metres of the river as this area is reserved for the crushing processing,
stockpiling and loading of material. Quarry excavations material extraction occur inland away from
the river in an easterly and southerly direction. The watercourse is described as regionally
significant and is listed within the Taranaki Regional Council’s Freshwater Plan, due to its high
natural, ecological and amenity values.
The current site covers approximately 5.9 hectares and comprises of the open quarry area, areas
to be quarried (that are already consented), crushing plant, portable office building, pasture and
a number of onsite settling ponds. There is also an unnamed tributary of the Waingongoro River
that passes through areas of the site.
The land is owned by Bill & Mary Schrader (see Appendix 3), who also own and operate a
number of adjacent land parcels on both sides of Whenuku Road. These are operated together as
a dairy farm.
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Figure 1 Site location in reference to Normanby

Figure 2 Site location
The surrounding area is predominantly rural in character. In all directions surrounding the quarry,
land is farmed and is typified as pasture, crops and very little other vegetation. It is a landscape
characterised by rolling hills that fall towards the river.
There are many dwellings along Whenuku Road, and the closest residence is at 262 Whenuku
Road, some 270m from the quarry operations.
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4 Reason for Variation to Condition 17 RML14076
By way of background, at the time of the original application, the proposed maximum extraction
rate was based around private loyalty arrangements with the landowner, and the associated truck
movements was limited to a maximum of 20,000 cubic metres per annum. This established an
equivalent of 8 truckloads per day where 8 x 12.5 = 100 cubic metres per day 200 days per annum
= 20,000m3 per year. Under the provisions of the South Taranaki District Plan, a movement is
considered one in and one out; so for eight trucks, 16 movements was necessary to reflect
operations, and an amendment to the consent (RML13110) was granted in 2013 to allow 16 vehicle
movements.
In 2015 another consent was granted for the expansion, operation and reinstatement of the
quarry. Condition 17 of the consent, retained heavy vehicle movements as 16 heavy vehicle
movements; equating to 8 truckloads of material per day.
As the quarry operations have progressed, the amount of material has increased to meet the
market demand, and relative to the demand, the vehicle movements have increased. The vehicle
movements proposed in this variation are reflective of the current operation and are expected to
accommodate any future changes.
This application seeks to increase these movements to a maximum of 40 heavy vehicles per day
(80 movements), with a maximum of 60 heavy vehicles per day (120 movements) for 10 days of the
year, (year being the financial year between 1 July and 30 June). The allowance is to cater for
variable periods where there are no movements due to adverse weather conditions events and to
assist with delivering on major contract work at peak times. This more accurately reflects what is
occurring and would enable the operation to adequately support the level of growth and
development in the region.

5 Assessment of Environmental Effects
Assessment of Discretionary Activities
Under Section 88(2) of the RMA an application for resource consent must include, in accordance
with Schedule 4, an assessment of environmental effects in such detail as corresponds with the
scale and significance of the effects that the activity may have on the environment. The proposal is
for a change of conditions relating to heavy vehicle movements and is a Discretionary Activity.
To assist in determining what might be considered relevant effects from the heavy vehicle
movements the applicant has made reference to section 3.1.2b of the District Plan. Section 3.1.3(b)
sets out the matters to which Council will restrict its discretion to when assessing ‘Any activity that
will generate unusual heavy vehicle traffic’. These criteria will be used as a guide to ensure that the
relevant effects of the quarry traffic movements have been addressed.
(i)

Avoiding, remedying or mitigating the effects of the increase in heavy vehicle
movements beyond the boundary of the site
(ii)
Road safety, maintenance and upgrades
(iii) Dust
(iv) Noise
(v)
Hours of operation
(vi) Heavy vehicle traffic routes
(vii) Access
(viii) Whether a review condition is necessary
(ix) Financial contributions
Each of the above matters relevant to this s127 application are evaluated within the next sections of
assessment.
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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5.1

Avoiding, remedying or mitigating the effects of the increase in heavy vehicle
movements beyond the boundary of the site

Of most concern to all parties is the deterioration of the road, noise and conflict between users.
Each of these matters will be discussed more fully under subsequent sections.

5.2

Road Safety, Maintenance and Upgrades

As a result of the matters raised, the applicant has undertaken a number of strategies to mitigate
these concerns. Signage has been erected along Whenuku Road and within the quarry site that
outlines the expectations on drivers, including speed and engine braking restrictions and
responsible driving precautions.
A “Freight Vehicle Management Plan“ was implemented on June 14 2019 as part of the Quarry
Management Plan. The applicant believes it has significantly reduced safety risks to other road
users and also mitigated other concerns landowners have expressed during consultation. Since its
implementation only 3 complaints have been raised which were all classed as minor breaches. 1
truck engine breaking and two trucks travelling at an estimated speed of 55-70kms. The quarry
owners addressed these directly with the company owners and no re-offending has occurred.
Feedback on this plan has been positive with no significant changes being proposed to date. The
document addresses many of the community concerns relating to behaviour and effects of quarry
customers using the road. The document has been enclosed as Appendix 2.
This document has been provided to quarry customers, and it appears that drivers are adhering to
the road signage and road user policies as detailed. The applicant believes this strategy will assist
in protecting road users and neighbours and mitigate against the potential for incidences or near
misses.
A Traffic Assessment Report has been prepared to assess the implications for the transport
network in the vicinity of the continuation of the current heavy truck movements from the site.
This is included as Appendix 9.
This report confirms that the actions carried out to date including signage, sprinklers and more
communication with drivers all contributes to improved safety on Whenuku Road.
The report concludes that the additional truck movements generated by the quarry can be
accommodated by the existing road network without adversely affecting the operation and
function of Whenuku Road and other roads. The report recommends embayments at various
locations along Whenuku Road to improve passing opportunities and to ensure that two vehicles
can pass each other.
The report concludes that with the embayments in place, the increased truck movements will
have minimal impact on Whenuku Road and other road users from both a capacity and safety
perspective. However widening upgrades to the road are now underway and these embayments
will be superseded by the widening works.

5.3

Dust

Dust problems have been raised as a concern by the owner of 262 Whenuku Road, specifically
during certain wind directions and in extreme dry conditions when trucks use the road and
access leg of the quarry. The predominant wind direction is from the North-north-east. Dust can
be worse during February to May when conditions are drier. Appendix 7 includes detail relating to
dust effects and the sprinkler system is explained. The image also indicates the predominant high
winds from the north during summer which has the potential to give rise to dust nuisance effects
from vehicle usage on two adjoining neighbours. The applicant acknowledges this and has
addressed these with short term (sprinklers) and long term (sealing the driveway) mitigation
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measures. Gary Ward and Carline Schrader in 277 Whenuku Rd have been consulted and stated
that there is no dust affect to them resulting from quarry activity.
One mitigation measure has been to install an industrial sprinkler system on the fence line of the
quarry site to dampen dry areas to alleviate the issue. The sprinkler will be on a timer and will be
turned on intermittently as required.
Sprinklers are expected to be the most effective option as even with sealing, over time vehicles will
track dust and grit onto the pavement and re-create dust issue over time. This will be trialled and
reviewed.

5.4

Noise

Noise arising from trucks engine breaking has been recorded as an issue for nearby residents. The
applicant believes installation of directive signage and instructions to drivers and freight
companies not to use engine breaking and to reduce speed to 50km /hr on Whenuku Road has
mitigated the effects and made a significant improvement These effects are now avoided and no
longer an issue. This will continue to be monitored and forms part of the Freight Management
Plan.
Improvements to the road surface and ongoing maintenance of Whenuku Road will also improve
the noise associated with trucks travelling to and from the quarry.

5.5

Hours of Operation

The operational hours for heavy vehicle movements on Whenuku Road will occur 7am to
5.30pm Monday to Friday, and 8am to 12 noon Saturdays, except in the situation where
emergency work is required outside of these timeframes. The quarry will continue to operate
within its consented hours of 7am to 7pm Monday to Friday, and 8am to 12 noon Saturdays,
In accordance with the existing consents, there will be no vehicle movements on Sundays, or
Public Holidays and during the Christmas Period (between 25 December in any year until the
last national statutory holiday of January in the following year).

5.6

Heavy Vehicle Traffic Routes

The existing heavy vehicle traffic routes will continue to be used by future quarry traffic. Customers
will be reminded not to use Katene Road. This is made clear in the Freight Management Plan.

5.7

Access

Access to the site will remain unchanged from the existing consent.

5.8

Review Conditions

Should Council approve this variation to condition 17 the applicant would be happy to consider
review conditions relevant to the potential effects identified.

5.9

Financial Contributions

Financial contributions are being addressed with STDC via a Road Maintenance Agreement.

5.10 Positive Effects
There are limited options within South Taranaki for aggregate supply. The proposal with an
increase of heavy vehicle movements will enable operations to increase within levels that are
acceptable to the community. Furthermore, Whenuku Road will be upgraded to a two lane
road (6m wide) that will be able to adequately cope with the increase in movements, while also
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addressing the roading concerns of the residents. The road will be in a better state for all road
users, including all farm related milk tankers, stock trucks, rural contractors, tractors, cyclists and
private vehicles.
The overall proposal will result in the continuation of economic, social and cultural benefits to
the wider South Taranaki community. Without an increase in vehicle movements the viability of
the quarry is uncertain.

5.11 Effects on Rural Character and Amenity Values
The District Plan defines rural amenity as having the following characteristics:
“Rural amenity values include landscape and scenic values, individual privacy, open rural
outlook and open space, vegetation prevailing over built elements, openness, and ease of
access, clean air, unique odours, overall quietness, water availability and the wellbeing of the
community”. (Section 2 Objectives and Policies). The potential effects on rural character and
amenity values include the extent to which the number or pattern of traffic movements is likely
to affect amenity values of nearby property owners, specifically effects on sensitive uses i.e.
dwellings. And the effects on the road from the increase in vehicle movements.
The potential effects outlined above have been considered, and the following assessment
considers whether these effects can be effectively avoided or mitigated.
5.11.1

Traffic Effects - Assessment

The District Plan recognises that productive land use activities (predominately farming) as the
principle land use within the Rural Zone and permits such activities to occur with minimal
regulation. Consideration is given of how these activities may be impacted by establishment and
operation of non-farming land-uses. The proposal is for aggregate extraction which the district
plan identifies as an activity that will occur in the rural zone.
The activities currently undertaken onsite at 277 Whenuku Road, will not increase as part of this
application. However the scale of activities on site and consequent truck movements
undertaken since 2015 exceed that provided for in the existing consent. Having a peak of 8
movements a day has not allowed for support with contracts such as Hawera Countdown
development and for days immediately after extreme extended wet periods.
There are no restrictions on the number of other vehicles that can use Whenuku Road and these
vehicles are not restricted by any performance standards.
The proposal will require the widening, upgrading and maintenance of Whenuku Road. The
construction details of the works are related to the total number of vehicle movements
estimated to be using the road, and there is a separate and specific roading discussion being
held between the applicant and the Council about the portion of contribution each will fund
and maintain moving forward. This road upgrade will potentially alleviate sensitivity of residents
on Whenuku Road to the current traffic movements on the road associated with the quarry. See
Appendix 10 for road upgrade designs.
Through the consultation process the applicant has taken on board the comments provided by
the residents of Whenuku Road. Where it has been appropriate, and where they are able, the
applicant has been proactive to mitigate concerns immediately.
The following points have been raised;
•
•
•
•

Heavy vehicle movements
Road deterioration
Engine Brakes being used
Non-adherence to speed regulations
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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•
•
•
•
•

Irresponsible driving
No consideration for foot traffic and other road users eg. Cyclists
Dust problems
Hours of operation
Exclusion periods – Sundays, Christmas period and Public Holidays

Each of these have been addressed in sections 5.1 to 5.7 of this report.
With the mitigation measures proposed it is submitted that the effects on rural character and
amenity values from the additional heavy vehicle movements will be minor.

6 Consultation
Pursuant to Section 36A of the RMA, there is no duty to consult about a resource consent
application. However, it is considered best practice to consult with those parties considered to
be potentially adversely affected by a proposal.
As noted, the applicant has undertaken regular and extensive consultation with the residents of
Whenuku Road. This includes pamphlet documents, at-home meetings and community
meetings held at Orchard Contracting depot. The details of the consultation documents are
enclosed as Appendix 4, 5 and 6.
Table 1 - Log of Consultation
Date

Key points:

Mid-February 2019

Face to Face Meetings with Landowners/Residents (L/R)

End February 2019

Letter and Pamphlet to L/R

March 2019

Face to Face Meetings with L/R
Consultation Meeting
Outcomes:
• Regular meetings between Council, South Taranaki Quarries (STQ) and
Whenuku Road Representatives (WRR - Damian Orchard, Danny Meier)
• Actions are being taken by STQ to mitigate safety concerns
• Implementation of freight management strategy
• Draft to be sent to persons for review
• Meeting between Council and STQ within 2 weeks to confirm upgrade of
Whenuku Road

14 May 2019

May 15

Follow up letter

End May

Meeting with WRR end of May to discuss feedback from L/R

14 June 2019

Meeting with WRR, STQ, Liam Dagg (STDC)

27 June 2019

Follow up letter to L/R

July 10
August 20

Meeting with WRR, STQ, STDC
Meeting with WRR, STQ, STDC

September 2

Follow up letter to L/R

October 23

Meeting with WRR & STQ

October 30

Follow up Letter

December 3

Update letter

March 2020

Engagement with potentially affected parties disrupted by Covid 19

Throughout the consultation process, it has been openly discussed that there are issues associated
with the heavy vehicles that visit the quarry and use Whenuku Road. There is major concern about
the state of the road, and the appropriate formation, the lack of upgrade and maintenance to
Whenuku Road, the speed and driving behaviour of some truck drivers. Whenuku Road is
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currently a single lane road, with little means to allow for heavy vehicles to pass each other,
without having one vehicle on the roadside.
The applicant has discussed the proposal at length with planning staff at Council; Jonathan
Kidd, Blair Sutherland and more recently the Group Manager, Liam Dagg. Dialogue and meetings
with other Council officers has also occurred with Herbert Denton, Vincent Lim and Waid Crockett.
The applicant and Council representatives are in discussions about the extent of current road
works, the Road Maintenance Agreement, and the Whenuku Road upgrade. In 2018 upgrade works
were carried out, from the quarry entrance to the intersection with Katene Road. The Council is
working through a plan to upgrade the entire length of Whenuku Road with the initial work
currently underway. It appears that many of the consultation constraints and resistance to the
quarry are related to the road conditions; rather than the quarry activity directly.
Additional consultation has been carried out with Iwi, Fish and Game and Taranaki Regional
Council. The consultation with these stakeholders has been primarily about the extension of the
quarry and it has been determined by Council’s Group Manager, Liam Dagg, that they we are
not required to consult with them specifically about this proposed change to condition 17 –
related to vehicle movements.

7

Notification Decision

The Resource Management (Simplifying and Streamlining) Amendment Act of October 2009
substantially amended the notification provisions for resource consent applications. There is no
longer a presumption that Council’s should publicly notify resource consent applications. Instead
the Act gives Councils a general power to publicly notify an application (Section 95A (1)) and
prescribes the circumstances when an application is required to be notified (Section 95A (2)). The
test for determining which notification pathway an application should take is outlined in Sections
95A to 95E. The Act also prescribes some circumstances when an application is not to be publicly
notified (Section 95A (3)), which in turn can be ‘overridden’ if a Council consider that ‘special
circumstances’ exist.
The Section 95A (2) provisions that require an application to be publicly notified are if:
•
•
•

the activity will have, or is likely to have, adverse effects on the environment that are more
than minor;
the applicant requests public notification of the application; or
a rule or national environment standard requires public notification.

Section 95B provides that if an application is not publicly notified, Council must decide if there
are any ‘affected persons’ in relation to the activity. Limited notification of the application to
‘affected’ persons must be undertaken unless a rule or environmental standard precludes
limited notification, or their written approval has been obtained or it is unreasonable to require
this.

7.1

Public Notification

Horizon Trust Management Limited and their advisors are not, in terms of the Section 95A (2)
provisions noted above, requesting public notification of the application. They are not aware of
any Council district or regional plan rule that requires public notification of the activities that, as
outlined earlier, are either of a controlled or discretionary activity nature. As such this part of the
report focuses on the provisions in Section 95D that guide the Council in its notification decision
making.
Under Section 95A(2) a consent authority must publicly notify an application if adverse effects are
likely to be more than minor. In deciding whether adverse effects are more than minor under
Section 95D, the consent authority must disregard any effects on persons who own or occupy
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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the land over which the activity will occur or any land adjacent to that land. They must also
disregard any effect on a person who has given written approval to the relevant application.
The effects of the proposed change of conditions of consent to provide for the increased heavy
vehicle movements already occurring, predominantly falls on the road users and residents of
Whenuku Road. These parties have been consulted and have indicated approval to a
proportionate increase, but not the entire increase. As a result of this point, written approval has
not been given to the actual proposal and consequently the applicant seeks the application be
limited notified.
It is considered that the adverse effects of the proposal on the wider environment will be less than
minor because it is the extent of Whenuku Road that will absorb the increase of the vehicle
movements. The upgrade works will ensure that Whenuku Road is suitable to accommodate the
heavy vehicle movements associated with the quarry, while also increasing the safety and efficiency
of the road for other road users.

7.2

Limited Notified

The limited notification process is used when all potentially affected persons can be positively
identified and the effects on the wider environment will be no more than minor, as is the case in
this application. In the instance of this application, the landowners and occupiers of Whenuku
Road have been considered the only affected persons with regards to the variation for increased
vehicle movements.
Given that written approval has not been obtained from all those identified as potentially affected
persons in terms of this application, we request that the application proceed on a Limited Notified
basis under Section 95B of the Resource Management Act.
STDC has provided the applicant with a list of potentially affected parties and the applicant was
advised that the proposal would unlikely be publicly notified where the extent of the effects are
limited to properties affected by the increase of traffic movements along Whenuku Road; so those
affected being those with land/dwellings on Whenuku Road. A copy of the affected person details
has been included in Appendix 6 and are shown below in Table 2.
Table 2 - Affected persons along Whenuku Road
Affected Person

Address

Bill & Mary Schrader

193 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Victoria & Roger Schrader

221 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Gary Ward & Caroline Schrader

277 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Bill & Carol Galliers

262 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Johnson Farm Company Limited

131 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Kurt & Dayna Johnson

101 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Johnson Farm Company Limited

30 & 35 Katene Road, Hawera

Stuart, Melissa & Shirley Williamson, Jim Edmondston

137 Ohangai Road, Hawera

Martin & Rita Buhler, Henk Mansvelt

126 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Nadia & Luke Dromgool

126b Whenuku Road, Hawera

Prisca & Troy Gibson

125a Whenuku Road, Hawera
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Martin & Rita Buhler

125 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Scott & Tracey Gyde

96 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Damian & Therese Orchard & DJ Orchard Trustee Limited

58 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Hayden Fowlie, Ebony Barry and Parker, Marriner Trustees Limited

49 Fantham Street, Hawera

Janet Dwyer & Mark Hughson

8 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Daniel & Jacqueline Meier, Arose Trustee Limited

325 Ketemarae Road, Hawera

Daniel & Jacqueline Meier, Arose Trustee Limited

357 Ketemarae Road, Hawera

Jarad & Paula Chittenden

89 Whenuku Road, Hawera

Tobi and Susi Hipp, Dean Arthur

365 Ketemarae Road, Hawera (
affected parties approval given,
see Appendix 11)

In accordance with section 95B, only those persons who were served with notice of the application
may make a submission under subsection 96(3) and 96(4), within 20 working days after the
notification of the application.

8

Statutory Requirements

The regulatory framework comprises the relevant sections of the Resource Management Act 1991,
the relevant objectives and policies of the South Taranaki District Plan.

8.1

Resource Consent Requirements

For these types of applications, ss88 to 121 apply as if the application was an application for
resource consent for a discretionary activity. As part of processing these types of applications, a
council must, in determining if there are any adversely affected parties, consider every person who
made a submission on the original application and may be affected by the change or cancellation.
Under s127 only the change to the condition can be considered. It does not provide for the
reconsideration of the entire consent.

8.2 Resource Management Act 1991
Section 104 matters are also subject to Part 2 (Purpose and Principles) of the RMA. The overriding
purpose of the Act is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. It
is commonly accepted that the approach to applying Section 5 involves an overall broad
judgment of whether a proposal would promote the sustainable management of natural and
physical resources. That assessment requires the taking into account of conflicting considerations,
the scale or degree of them and their relevant significance or proportion. The purpose of the RMA
is informed by the provisions of Part 2 generally.
In informing the decision of whether or not a proposal promotes sustainable management, Part 2
of the RMA is paramount and directs reference to the following relevant matters:
There are considered to be no relevant Matters of National Importance (Section 6).
The following ‘Other Matters’ are considered to be relevant to this proposal and particular regard
must be had to them (Section 7):

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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Variation to Consent - RML14076 Condition 17
Horizon Trust Management Limited 277 Whenuku Road, Normanby Section 38 Patea District

(b)
(c)
(f)

The efficient use and development of natural and physical resources:
The maintenance and enhancement of amenity values:
Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment:

8.3 Treaty of Waitangi (Section 8)
The Act requires the applicant to consider the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. In terms of
sustainable development, the increase of vehicle movements is appropriate provided the road is
upgraded to accommodate the additional heavy traffic. There will be ongoing social and economic
benefits to the community that result from the retention of the quarry as a viable business
operation.
The quality of the surrounding existing environment would be maintained as a result of the
proposal, and Whenuku Road would be upgraded and maintained to a standard that is far
more superior than in its current state.
There are no Waahi Tapu or Archaeological sites identified on the roadside and no natural features
that have been statutorily identified as being of importance to tangata whenua. As advised,
no specific consultation has been undertaken with Iwi in regards to the change of condition
relating to vehicle movements. There is ongoing consultation with Iwi, and Fish & Game in regards
to the expansion of the quarry that is separate to this application. The applicant has considered
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi and does not believe the variation to consent will conflict
with these principles.

8.4 Section 104 Assessment
As a discretionary activity, the proposal must be considered pursuant to Section 104 and 104B of
the RMA. In considering an application pursuant to Section 104 and subject to Part 2 of the Act,
the consent authority shall have regard to specific matters. Those relevant to this application
include:
(a)
(b)

Any actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity; and
Any relevant provisions of –
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(c)

a national environmental standard
other regulations
a national policy statement
a New Zealand coastal policy statement
a regional policy statement or proposed regional policy statement
a plan or proposed plan;

Any other matter the consent authority considers relevant and reasonably necessary to
determine the application.

Comment: The District Plan objectives and policies are assessed further in the report, and the
actual and potential effects on the environment are assessed under their relevant section. The
proposal is considered to be overall consistent with these objectives and policies.

8.5 Section 104B – Determination of applications for discretionary activities
“After considering an application for a resource consent for a discretionary or non-complying
activity, a consent authority –
(a)

May grant or refuse the application; and (b) If it grants the application, may impose
conditions under Section 108.”
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8.6 South Taranaki District Plan Objectives and Policies
The following objectives and policies are considered to be of relevance to this application:

Traffic
Objective 2.7.5

Safe and efficient road and rail networks to ensure the reliable
movement of people and goods.

Objective 2.7.6

Well-designed and located vehicle access and parking to ensure the
safety of people, pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles and the efficient
operation of the adjoining road network.

Policy 2.7.11

Establish a consistent approach to roading, access and subdivision
design, in accordance with NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and
Subdivision Infrastructure (including local amendments adopted by
NPDC and STDC) and accepted national standards or guidelines, and
require all works to be designed and constructed to meet these
standards.

Policy 2.7.12

Avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects that may arise from
increased traffic or changed traffic type, and new or changed access
and intersections, through the use of standards and controls.

Assessment:
The District Plan’s objectives include the specifications that roading will accommodate
anticipated traffic. In the instance of the increase being considered, Whenuku Road will need to
be widened, upgraded and maintained to ensure its appropriateness for vehicle usage,
specifically for heavy vehicle movements.
It is appreciated that heavy vehicle movements can damage rural roads if they are not designed
to handle such traffic. Council imposed a Road Maintenance Agreement on RML14076 and for
various reasons this has not been finalised. This agreement will ensure appropriate financial
contributions to ongoing maintenance. Construction of the upgrades to Whenuku Road are
underway.
Resource consent RML13110, and RML14076 allow the present quarry to generate 16 heavy vehicle
movements per day. These vehicles enter and exit the site using the full length of Whenuku Road
before travelling north or south on Ketemarae Road. This undertaking is conditioned as per the
original resource consents. The route for heavy vehicle movements will remain as part of this
consent application.
The applicant has implemented a Freight Management Plan that addresses potential adverse
effects that may arise and identifies mitigation measures that will ensure the safe and efficient
operation of Whenuku Road.
With these mitigation measures, the proposal is considered to be consistent with the relevant
objectives and policies listed above.
Rural Zone
Objective 2.1.3

To ensure subdivision, land use and development in the rural
environment is of a nature, scale, intensity and location that maintains
and enhances rural character and amenity values.
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Objective 2.1.4

To enable the efficient and effective functioning of farming and rural
based activities, and ensure that activities are not inhibited by adverse
effects of new incompatible land uses.

Rural Amenity and Character
Manage the adverse effects of noise, vibration, odour, dust, traffic, glare
Policy 2.1.8
and other nuisances from land use activities and development
through relevant performance standards and appropriate spatial
buffers and setback requirements for specific activities.
Policy 2.1.9

Ensure that new land use activities are of a nature, scale, intensity and
location consistent with maintaining the character and amenity of the
rural environment, and avoids or mitigates potential reverse sensitivity
effects.

Assessment:
As demonstrated in Section 5 above the proposal is able to maintain rural character and
amenity values within this rural environment.
The quarry itself is a legally established activity with appropriate consents to manage its
operation, noise, dust, vibration, scale and intensity.
The increase of heavy vehicle movements is not considered to be incompatible with the
surrounding land use, provided that the increase is well managed through road upgrading and
maintenance and through appropriate management of driver actions on Whenuku Road
specifically speed and use of engine breaks to reduce any potential adverse effects. The Traffic
Assessment Report supports this, see Appendix 9.
The applicant has restricted operational days and hours for heavy vehicle movements and
imposed a Freight Management Plan that restricts engine braking, outlines speed restrictions
and sets expectations for driver behaviour. Where these restrictions are breached there are
contingency plans associated with a points-based system that could end up with product not
being supplied to specific drivers.
Dust effects from heavy vehicle movements entering and exiting the quarry has been raised by
one person. In response to this mitigation has been undertaken by way of a sprinkler system in
the short term, with access being fully sealed as a long-term solution.
It is anticipated that with the road works, and other mitigation measures proposed, the
environment will be able to absorb the increase of vehicle movements without imposing on
the rural amenity and character of the area.
The proposal is consistent with the relevant objectives and policies listed above.

9 Conclusion
The proposed change to Condition 17 requires a resource consent as a Discretionary Activity.
The proposed change to condition 17 reads:
17. That the quarry operator restricts quarry-related heavy vehicle movements on
Whenuku Road to a maximum of 40 heavy vehicles per day (80 movements), with
a maximum of 60 heavy vehicles per day (120 movements) for 10 days of the year (being
the financial year 1 July to 30 June) and that a copy of the log of truck movements to and
from the quarry site be provided to the Council and Whenuku Road Representatives every
twelve months or is available on request to demonstrate compliance with this condition.
This AEE report has assessed the effects of the proposal with reference to the South Taranaki
District Plan provisions a n d the notification provisions in the RMA.
©WSP New Zealand Limited 2019
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The AEE finds that the effects of the proposal on ‘the wider environment’ will be ‘minor’ and
public notification of the application is not required. The applicant requests that the proposal
proceed on a limited notified basis, given written approval from the landowners and occupiers of
Whenuku Road has not been given at the time of lodgement. Ongoing consultation is proposed
while the application is being processed by the Council.
The AEE and accompanying reports identify a number of mitigation measures that will be or have
already been built into the quarry operations, along with some ongoing monitoring measures to
ensure that the effects are no more than ‘minor’. The effects of the proposal are considered to be
no more than minor provided that the increase is well managed through road widening, upgrading
and maintenance and through appropriate management of driver actions on Whenuku Road
specifically speed and use of engine breaks to reduce any potential adverse effects.
The AEE finds that the proposal satisfies Part 2 of the RMA and is consistent with the objectives and
policies of the District Plan.
In summary, I recommend the proposal be approved in the context of the existing quarrying
activities provided the road widening, upgrading and maintenance occurs. This would ensure
the overall compatibility of the proposal with the character and amenity of the surrounding
environment and wider context of the operations for the duration of the quarry activities.
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Appendix 1
Application Form

Application for Resource Consent or
Fast Track Consent
Form 9 of the Resource Management Act 1991, Sections 87AAC and 88

This form provides the South Taranaki District Council with your contact details, and details about your proposal and its actual
and potential effects on the environment. Note that all the information provided in your application is available to the public.
We recommend that you talk your proposal through with council staff before you fill in this form. If you have any questions,
visit - www.southtaranaki.com, email - planning@stdc.govt.nz or phone us on 06 278 0555 or 0800 111 323.

Send completed application to: Private Bag 902, Hawera 4640 or email - planning@stdc.govt.nz

PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION
Have you had a pre-application meeting with the council regarding your proposal?
If Yes:

Date of meeting: Various Dates


x Yes

 No

Council reference or council officer: Helen Johnson

It is important that you answer all questions fully.
SITE DETAILS FOR APPLICATION
Land use consent 
x
Fast-track consent:

Subdivision consent 
Opt in 

Opt Out 

Physical site which
application relates:

No: 277

Street: Whenuku Road

Legal Description(s):

Section 38 Patea District

Note: An electronic address for service must be provided if
you are applying for a fast-track resource consent
application

(Land use consent for a
controlled activity)

Valuation No:

Suburb:

Property No:

CONTACT DETAILS
Applicant
Full name(s):

Horizons Trust Management Limited

Electronic Address or service:

todd@horizontrust.co.nz

Postal Address:

PO Box 414
Whanganui 4541

(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (mobile): 0273423882

Phone (day):
Agent/Consultant (if applicable):
Name:

Jenny Harrison

Company:

WSP

Electronic address for service:

jenny.harrison@wsp.com

Postal address:

PO Box 654
Whanganui 4500

(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (mobile): 0274 844529

Phone (day):

Owner of Site to which application relates (if different from above)
Name:

Bill and Mary Schrader

Electronic address for service:

billmaryschrader@xtra.co.nz

Postal address

193 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera

(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (day): 06 278 4856

Phone (mobile):

Normanby

Occupiers of the site to which the application relates (if different from above):
As above for Applicant
Name(s):
Electronic address for service:
Postal address:
(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (day)
Invoices to be sent to:

Phone (mobile):
Applicant: x

Agent: 

Owner: 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Describe your proposal clearly:

See attached AEE

SITE DESCRIPTION
Describe the site including its natural and physical characteristics and any adjacent uses that may be relevant to the consideration
of the application ( include the name of any relevant stream, river or other waterbody to which the application may relate, and
proximity to any well-known landmark(s)):

See attached AEE section 3

REASONS FOR RESOURCE CONSENT
List all of the areas of non-compliance with the rules in the <insert council> District Plan and any relevant National Environmental
Standard (use additional pages if necessary).

See attached AEE section 4

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Choose either:
 There are no other activities that are part of the proposal to which this application relates
x

The other activities that are part of the proposal to which the application relates are as follows:
Describe the other activities:

See attached AEE
For any activities that are permitted activities, provide a compliance schedule and/or other supporting information to explain how
the activity complies with the requirements, conditions, and permissions of any Plan or regulation so that a resource consent is
not required for that activity:

ADDITIONAL RESOURCE CONSENTS
Choose either:
 There are no other resource consents required for this proposal
 The following additional resource consents are needed for the proposal:
Resource consent required?
Land use consent

Subdivision consent

Coastal Permit – Taranaki Regional Council

Water Permit – Taranaki Regional Council

Discharge Permit – Taranaki Regional Council


Resource consent applied for






CONSULTATION
 Yes

Have you consulted with iwi?

x No

If yes, who did you consult with? Refer to Section 6 of the AEE
Who else have you consulted?
Did they have any concerns? If yes, please provide details:
Refer to Section 6 of the AEE

How have you addressed these concerns?

Have you obtained the written approval of any potentially affected persons?  Yes (attached)  No
If yes, please provide details (names, site address and electronic address for service):
Dean Arthur as Trustee of the Happy Hippo Trust, 365 Ketemarae Road, RD15 Hawera 4675

susi@shaccounting.co.nz

SITE VISIT REQUIREMENTS
In order to assess your application it will generally be necessary for the planning officer to visit your site. This typically involves
an outdoor inspection only, and there is no need for you to be home for this purpose.
Do you require prior notice of any site visit?
 Yes
 No
Are there any locked gates/security system restricting access?
 Yes
 No
Are there any dogs on the property
 Yes
 No
Are there any other health and safety issues that the planning
 Yes
 No
officer needs to be made aware of:
If yes, please provide details:

Please contact Todd Nicholson to arrange a visit. The site is an opperational quarry.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
Administrative Requirements:
 1 copy of application (including plans).
 Application fee (refer to the councils fees and charges schedule):
 Certificate of title (less than three months old)
To satisfy the requirements of section 88(2) and Schedule 4 of the Resource Management Act 1991, please attached the
following information to your application:
 Plans (for example site plan, location plan, elevation plans)
 ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS:
Please provide an assessment of the activity’s environmental effects that covers the matters in clause 6 and clause 7 of Schedule
4 of the Resource Management Act 1991. The assessment must include such detail as corresponds with the scale and
significance of the effects that the proposal may have on the environment.

 PART 2 ASSESSMENT
Please provide an assessment of the activity against the matters in Part 2 (sections 5, 6, 7 and 8) of the Resource Management
Act 1991:

 SECTION 104(1)(b) ASSESSMENT
Please provide an assessment of the activity against the relevant provisions of any national environmental standards, other
regulations, national policy statements, the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, operative or proposed regional policy
statements and operative of proposed plans:

FOR APPLICATIONS AFFECTED BY SECTION 124 OR 165ZH(1)(C) OF THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991 (WHICH RELATE
TO EXISTING RESOURCE CONSENTS).
The value of the investment of the existing consent holder is [specify].

FOR ACTIVITIES IN AREA WITHIN THE SCOPE OF A PLANNING DOCUMENT PREPARED BY A CUSTOMARY MARINE TITLE GROUP
UNDER SECTION 85 OF THE MARINE AND COASTAL AREA (TAKUTAI MOANA) ACT 2011.
I attach an assessment of the proposed activity against the resource management matters set out in [relevant planning
document].

FOR SUBDIVISION CONSENTS
I attach information that adequately defines the following:
 the position of all new boundaries; and
 the areas of all new allotments (unless subdivision involves cross-lease, company lease or unit plan); and
 the locations and areas of new reserves to be created, including any esplanade reserves and esplanade strips; and
 the locations and areas of any existing esplanade reserves, esplanade strips, and access strips; and
 the locations and areas of any parts of the bed of a river or lake to be vested in the territorial authority under section 237A of
the Resource Management Act 1991; and
 the locations and areas of any land within the coastal marine area (which is to become part of the common marine and coastal
area under section 237A of the Resource Management Act 1991); and
 the locations and areas of land to be set aside as new roads.
FOR RESOURCE CONSENTS FOR RECLAMATIONS
I attach information that shows the area proposed to be reclaimed, including its location, the position of all new boundaries (if
practicable), and the portion of the area (if any) to be set aside as an esplanade reserve or esplanade strip.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD (NES) FOR ASSESSING AND MANAGING CONTAMINANTS IN SOIL TO
PROTECT HUMAN HEALTH) REGULATIONS 2011

This site may be subject to or covered by the NES for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health
Regulations 2011. Whether a resource consent is required under this NES is determined by reference to the Hazardous Activities
and Industries List (HAIL) which identifies those activities and industries which are more likely to use or store hazardous
substances. A full list can be found on the Ministry for the Environment’s website
www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/hazardous/contaminated/hazardous-activities-industries-list.pdf
visit
Has the piece of land subject to this application been used for (including its present use), or is it more likely than not to have
been used for an activity on the HAIL?
Yes 
No 
If ‘Yes’, and your application involves subdividing or changing the use of the land, sampling or disturbing soil, or removing or
replacing a fuel storage system, then the NES may apply and you may need to seek consent for this concurrently in your
application.
 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED
I attach the following further information required to be included in this application by the district plan, the regional plan, the
Resource Management Act 1991, or any regulations made under that Act: [list all further documents that you are attaching].

NOTES TO APPLICANT
You must include all information required by this form. The information must be specified in sufficient detail to satisfy the
purpose for which it is required. Incomplete applications will be returned. The Council may also request further information
under Section 92 of the Resource Management Act 1991, to better understand the potential effects of the proposal. Processing
of the application will be suspended until the further information is received.
You may apply for two or more resource consents that are needed for the same activity on the same form. If you lodge the
application with the Environmental Protection Authority, you must also lodge a notice in form 16A at the same time.
You must pay the charge payable to the consent authority for the resource consent application under the Resource
Management Act 1991 (if any)
Notes on fast-track resource consents:
• Under the fast-track resource consent process, notice of decision must be given within 10 working days after the date the
application was first lodged with the authority, unless the applicant opts out of that process at the time of lodgement.
• A fast track application may cease to be a fast track application if the consent authority gives public or limited notification
of the application or a hearing is to be held for the application.
If your proposal involves building work or change of use of a building you may also require a building consent under the Building
Act 2004. This must be applied for separately. Other consents or licences may also be required under such legislation as the
Health Act 1956 and the Sale of Liquor Act 1989, dependent on the nature of the proposal.
If your application is to the Environmental Protection Agency, you may be required to pay actual and reasonable costs incurred
in dealing with this matter (see section 149ZD of the RMA 1991).

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT(S) OR AGENT
Note: a signature is not required if the application is made by electronic means. If signing on behalf of a trust or company, please
provide additional written evidence that you have signing authority.
 I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the information given in this application is true and correct.
 I undertake to pay all actual and reasonable application costs incurred by the South Taranaki District Council. (note this will be paid

directly by the applicant)

Applicants/Agents name:

Jenny Harrison as agent

Applicants/Agents signature:

Date:

7 May 2020

Appendix 2
Freight Traffic Management Plan (Trial
Document)

Freight Vehicle
Management Plan
(Trial Document)
SOUTH TARANAKI QUARRIES – WHENUKU ROAD

HORIZON TRUST MANAGEMENT LIMITED
PO BOX 2264, STORTFORD LODGE, HASTINGS 4153

Freight Vehicle Management Plan
Created by:

South Taranaki Quarries – Horizon Trust

Date Created:

24/05/2019

Last Revision Date:

26/06/2019

Important Contact Details:
Quarries Manager: Grant Cudby

027 278 1200

Grant Cudby Email

grant@stq.co.nz

Site Supervisor

027 612 3672

Administration

06 876 2440 option 1

Administration Email

accounts@horizontrust.co.nz
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South Taranaki Quarries – Horizon Trust Management Limited

Organisation

Road Name:

Current Speed Limit:

Whenuku Road

Temporary 50km

Location

Description of Road Use

Whenuku Road is used by Customers of South Taranaki Quarries
to cart product from the Quarry site located 2.77 kilometers down
Whenuku Road.
Restricted Vehicles:

High Demand Contract:

Trucks, Light Trucks, Truck &
Trailers

Customers to notify in advance

Weekday Hours:

Weekend Hours:

7:00am – 5:00pm
Monday - Friday

Saturday 8-12 (by request)

Traffic Details

Freight Vehicle Restrictions

There will be no Freight Vehicles on:
•
•
•
•

Traffic Management Method

Saturdays (only on request)
Sundays
Public holidays/long weekends
During the Christmas/New Year’s period

All drivers operating heavy vehicles will:
• enter and exit Whenuku Road via Ketemarae Road.
• not exceed 50km per hour.
• not use engine brakes; in, out or along Whenuku road.
• comply with signage.
• reduce speed for pedestrians, cyclists and children.
• adhere to Quarry open hours
• sign the South Taranaki Quarries Driver Induction Form
Public and residents of Whenuku Road:
As per speed limit issued by Council.

Speed Restrictions

Freight Vehicles:
•
•

Travel up to 50km per hour.
Reduce speed for pedestrians, cyclists and children.
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Quarry Related Freight Vehicle Incidents:
An incident is described as one of the following:
• Injury to person – real or potential
• property damage
• vehicle accident
• near-miss (of any kind – no matter who is responsible)
Actions:
Residents and Customers:
• notify the Quarry staff immediately
• submit an Incident Report to the Quarries Manager
South Taranaki Quarries H&S Officer will:
• contact the appropriate emergency services
• if required, secure the site, control the area and assist any injured parties
• if required, stop all activity and traffic movement
• re-establish activity and traffic movements when advised by emergency
services that it is safe to do so
• review and submit report to STQ Head Office
Non-compliance:
Breach Grading System (B.G.S):
Each driver will start with 0 demerit points. If a driver receives 10 or more
breach points, they will no longer be able to cart product for up to 6 – 12
months. Breach points will drop off annually.
Contingency
Plans

2 Breach Points - Minor
o exceeding 50km per hour
o using engine brakes
o not slowing for pedestrians, cyclists and children in the area
3 Breach Points - Moderate
o exceeding 65km per hour
o exceeding 50km with pedestrians, cyclists and children in the area
5 Breach Points - Major
o travelling in excess of 80km per hour
o exceeding 80km with pedestrians, cyclists and children in the area
Actions:
Residents and Customers:
• notify Quarry Staff immediately via phone
• if of major concern, submit a Non-Compliance Report to the Quarries
Manager
South Taranaki Quarries:
2 Breach Points - Minor:
o first offence – discuss with the driver’s manager
o repeat offence - discuss with the company’s management
3 Breach Points - Moderate:
o contact the company’s management
o issue a letter to the truck driver
5 Breach Points - Major:
o first offence - send letter to company management regarding
Whenuku Road use and consequences of non-compliance
o second offence - arrange for new driver
South Taranaki Quarries will not load product to any drivers who have
received 10 or more Breach Points.
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Public:
• signage along Whenuku Road
Public Notification

South Taranaki Quarries Customers:
• advise Customers of the Traffic Management Method via letter annually
• add a Traffic Management Method reminder into quarterly newsletter
• signage along Whenuku Road, and exiting the Quarry site
Residents:
• to monitor driver behaviour and advise South Taranaki Quarries of any
concerns or breaches

Monitoring

South Taranaki Quarries:
• check signage daily to ensure that it is visible to drivers
• monitor truck speeds and driver behaviour when entering and exiting the
quarry site
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Quarry Related Freight Vehicle Incident Report
Reported by: ______________________________________________________________________

Date: __________________________________ Time: ____________________________________
Vehicle Details:
Company:
Number Plate:
Other Details:
Report Type:
(Please Circle)
Injury to Person

Property Damage

Vehicle Accident

Near-Miss

Incident Level – In your opinion:
(Please Circle)
Minor

Moderate

Major

Please specify the location:

Please provide a summary of what occurred:

Please scan and email to grant@stq.co.nz or hand to a STQ representative at the Quarry Site.

Person Reporting Signature: _______________________________________________________

Quarry Manager (Upon Receiving) Signature: _________________________________________

Date Received: _________________________ Time Received: ____________________________
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Quarry Related Freight Vehicle Non-Compliance
Report
Reported by: _____________________________________________________________________
Date: _______________________________ Time: _______________________________________
Vehicle Details:
Company:
Number Plate:
Other Details:
Breach Type:
(Please Circle)
Use of Engine Brakes

Exceeding Speed
Limit

Not Slowing for
Pedestrians, Cyclists
or Children

Other

Level of Non-Compliance:
(Please Circle)
Minor

Moderate

Major

Engine Brakes:
(Please Circle)

Estimated Speed:
(Please Circle)

Not Slowing:
(Please Circle)

Into Whenuku Road

51km - 60km

Pedestrians

Along Whenuku Road

61km - 65km

Cyclists

Exiting Whenuku Road

66km - 100km

Children

Please specify the location:

Please describe what occurred:

Please scan and email to grant@stq.co.nz or hand to a STQ representative at the Quarry Site.

Person Reporting Signature: _______________________________________________________

Quarry Manager (Upon Receiving) Signature: _________________________________________

Date Received: _________________________ Time Received: ____________________________
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Breach Point Report (internal use)
Driver Details:
Name:
Company:
Number Plate:
Contact Phone:

Minor – 2 Breach Points
o exceeding 50km per hour
o using engine brakes
o not slowing for
pedestrians, cyclists or
children

Breach Grading System:
Moderate – 3 Breach Points
o exceeding 65km per hour
o exceeding 50km around
pedestrians, cyclists or
children

Major – 5 Breach Points
o exceeding 80km per hour
o exceeding speed limit with
pedestrians, cyclists or
children in the area

Breach 1:
Date:
Breach Type:
What Occurred:

Time:
Moderate
Exceed Speed Limit

Minor
Engine Brakes

Major
Not Slowing

Breach 2:
Date:
Breach Type:
What Occurred:

Time:
Moderate
Exceed Speed Limit

Minor
Engine Brakes

Major
Not Slowing

Breach 3:
Date:
Breach Type:
What Occurred:

Time:
Moderate
Exceed Speed Limit

Minor
Engine Brakes

Major
Not Slowing

Breach 4:
Date:
Breach Type:
What Occurred:

Time:
Moderate
Exceed Speed Limit

Minor
Engine Brakes

Major
Not Slowing

Breach 5:
Date:
Breach Type:
What Occurred:

Minor
Engine Brakes

Time:
Moderate
Exceed Speed Limit

Major
Not Slowing

Demerit Points: (Please Cross When Incurred)
1

2

3

4

5

6
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Appendix 3
Certificate of Title

Appendix 4
Consultation Letters to Residents

Thursday 16th May 2019
South Taranaki Quarries - Hawera
Whenuku Road
Normanby
Dear Neighbour,
For those that made it to our gathering, thank you for your time and feedback, we appreciate you expressing
your thoughts and taking time out of your day to meet with us. For the few that couldn’t get there we will catch
up with you individually very soon.
Where to from here?
We are now reviewing your feedback, discussing solutions and looking at potential management
strategies to mitigate your concerns.
We would like you all to consider everything that was tabled regarding Whenuku Road upgrade
discussions in conjunction with our proposed future operational plans which involve an increase in
heavy vehicle movements.
We plan to arrange a meeting with senior representatives from the council in mid June to report on
your feedback and discuss a way forward.
We would like one or two Whenuku Road representatives who attended our gathering to be present
at the meeting.
Damien Orchard has kindly offered to be one representative who will be gathering your feedback and
attending the meeting. Perhaps one other representative may like to attend the meeting with Damien.
If so, we welcome someone to come forward.
In the mean time we would like each party to report to Damien in regard whether or not they are in support of
the following;
A quality double lane upgrade of Whenuku Road which will allow for an increase of the proposed heavy
vehicle movements for the Whenuku Road quarry.
If you are not in support of the above or are in support subject to some considerations, please include your
reasonings in the feedback. Please submit all feedback to Damien by delivered letter or email to
orchardcontracting@xtra.co.nz no later than 5pm Friday 31st May.
On behalf of Horizon Trust and the Whenuku Road Quarry crew we thank you for your patience, time and
consideration.
Kind regards,

Todd Nicholson
South Taranaki Quarries Ltd
Horizon Trust

Grant Cudby
South Taranaki Quarries Ltd
Horizon Trust

Andrea Rowe
Planning Consultant
Rowe Contracting Ltd

South Taranaki Quarries – Horizon Trust Group

Appendix 5
Consultation Pamphlet

We want to ensure that this proposal does not cause any concerns to you, so if you
have any questions please feel free to contact us or our planning consultant,
Andrea Rowe.

Whenuku Road Quarry
Information Leaflet

We thank you for your time and look forward to meeting with you again in 2 weeks.
A copy of the full application will be made available to you if you require one.

Contact Information
Andrea Rowe

Rowe Contracting Ltd

Planning Consultant

027 293 5327

Grant Cudby

South Taranaki Quarries

Quarries Manager

027 278 1200

Todd Nicholson

South Taranaki Quarries

Managing Director

06 876 2440

Artists Impressions

Introduction
Horizon Trust is the parent entity for South Taranaki Quarries which operate the quarry site
at the end of Whenuku Road. The quarry was established in 2011 by Grant Cudby
Contracting Limited and was taken over by Horizon Trust a little over two years ago.
Horizon Trust is a small family owned Trust which established itself in the late 90’s in the
Whanganui region. For further information we encourage you to visit our website,
www.horizonturst.co.nz.
Our operation currently produces and supplies aggregates for the local community of
Hawera which are mainly used as basecourse products in roading, pathways, drainage,
cow races and foundation works for infrastructure projects such as the new Hawera
countdown building and carpark.
We have a small but highly skilled team who take pride in providing these services for the
local community and our customers. With your support, we can ensure that this continues
for the years to come.
Figure 3, Whenuku Road Quarry—March 2019

Our vision

Why do we need a new consent?

Through the operation of our quarry we would like to build an ecological fresh water lake.
We can do this through keeping our existing footprint (figure 3) and extract the material
down deeper. Once established, we see the lake primarily serving as a conservation
habitat for native wildlife and plant species to flourish. The area we are working within is
approximately 10 acres which will be the size of our proposed lake (figure 2).
This unique opportunity is possible through a vibrant natural spring which flows near the
area and feeds the Waingongoro river. This fresh water system flows year round and will
act as the natural filter which will keep the lake clean and healthy. If we are approved for a
new consent we anticipate that we will have the “Whenuku Road lake” built in
approximately 15 to 20 years.

To put it simply, we estimate that within the next 3 years our designated areas will be fully
exhausted of material due to having a limitation on extraction depth. Figure 3 shows our
consented area and our designated extraction sections. Sections A & B have very little
material remaining and sections C & D are yet to be extracted.
In order to continue operating at the site and achieve our proposed vision, we must obtain
resource consents from both the Taranaki Regional Council (TRC) and the South Taranaki
District Council (STDC). In order to gain these consents, we are seeking consultation with
you as surrounding landowners whom may be affected by the nature of the consents we
require. Public participation and the relationship we hold with you are of paramount
importance to us. We are at the beginning of our consultation process with yourself as our
neighbour and one that will be ongoing with all relevant parties over the coming months.
Our hours of operation will remain consistent with our current consent however we require
our quarry related traffic to increase at times in order to achieve the lake build in the
estimated timeframe. We are requesting an maximum allowance of 40 heavy vehicles per
day and a special allowance of a maximum 60 heavy vehicles no more than 10 times per
year to assist in demand for local roading projects. Quarry traffic will be restricted during
the Christmas/New Year holiday period, with no vehicles operating on Sundays and public
holidays. The primary source of noise has been established by existing consents, and
there will be no increase of noise associated to activities onsite.

Figure 2, example quarry-lake

We are currently in discussion with STDC of establishing a road maintenance agreement
(RMA) which will include a full upgrade of Whenuku Road as well as ongoing maintenance.
Details on design and timeframe for the upgrade are yet to be determined however we
would like to keep you informed on any developments.

Appendix 6
Blair Sutherland Affected Person Details

Blair Sutherland <blair.sutherland@stdc.govt.nz>

Thu, Nov 1,
2018,
12:06 PM

to Andrea
Hi Andrea,
Here is a list of parties who are likely to be affected by the proposal based on the limited information
we have been provided to date. A more robust assessment of consultation needs will not be able to
be undertaken until more detail about the proposal is available.

Hi Andrea,
I’ve relooked at this list since sending it and I no longer see number 6 as likely to be affected.
Thu, Nov 1, 2018, 12:28 PM

1.

Bill and Mary Schrader
193 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

2.

Bill and Carol Galliers
262 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

3.

Johnson Farm Company Limited
131 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

4.

Stuart, Melissa and Shirley Williamson and Jim Edmondston
137 Ohangai Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

5.

Martin and Rita Buhler and Henk Mansvelt
126 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

6.

John Frew, Sheryl Nicholson, Ross Dallas and Sheralee Trustee Limited
119 Pikituroa Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

7.

Scott and Tracey Gyde
96 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

8.

Damian and Therese Orchard and DJ Orchard Trustee Limited
58 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

9.

Hayden Fowlie, Ebony Barry and Parker and Marriner Trustees Limited
49 Fantham Street
Hawera
4675

10.

Janet Dwyer and Mark Hughson
8 Whenuku Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

11.

Daniel and Jacqueline Meier and Arose Trustee Limited
325 Ketemarae Road
RD 15
Hawera
4675

12.

Tobi and Susi Hipp and Dean Arthur
PO Box 775
Hawera
4640

Appendix 7
Dust Mitigation Measures

Appendix 8
South Taranaki District Council Consent
Information

RML11031

2 November 2011
Grant Cudby Contracting Ltd
12 Beech Place
Hawera 4610
Attention: Grant Cudby

Dear Grant

Resource Consent Application – Quarry, 277 Whenuku Road, Hawera
Your application was considered by the Acting Group Planning Manager Environmental
Services under delegated authority on 2 November 2011 and he has resolved as follows:
THAT consent be granted to Grant Cudby Contracting Limited to develop and operate a
quarry located at 277 Whenuku Rd, Hawera during the next 15 years pursuant to Sections
104, 104B and 108 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
For the following reasons:
1.

Any adverse effects associated with the activity taking place in stage 1,2 and 3 would
be controlled and mitigated through management practices and consent conditions
so that effects are confined to the site and do not impact on adjoining properties, in
accordance with the objectives, policies and rules of the District Plan.

2.

The site would be progressively reinstated to pasture once quarrying of each area is
completed. The reinstatement would convert the land back to a standard suitable for
grazing purposes and would result in no long term effects.

3.

The margin of the Waingongoro River would be protected by a planted esplanade
strip no narrower than 10 metres wide.

4.

The applicant, in conjunction with the South Taranaki District Council, would carry out
strengthening work to the affected portion of Whenuku Road to ensure its safe and
efficient functioning in recognition of the additional heavy vehicle traffic the activity
would generate.

Subject to the following conditions:
Quarry Operation
1.

That, except where directed otherwise by a condition of this consent, the activity be
carried out in accordance with the details submitted to the Council, including the Draft
Management Plan, and that a final Management Plan for the site must be submitted
to the Council. The Plan must incorporate the size and dimensions of the settling
ponds and the areas and heights of stock piled material. The Plan must be approved
by the Environmental Services Group Manager prior to any work taking place on the
site.

2.

That the area quarried be restricted to the area shown as stages 1, 2 and 3 on
the plans submitted as part of the application.

3.

That the quarry operator progressively reinstates the site as identified in the
application while restricting the area exposed for quarrying to not greater than 0.4
hectares in size. This reinstatement should include levelling, consolidating and
seeding of the areas previously quarried.

4.

That the quarry operator installs appropriate fences and gates at the entrance to the
site in addition to hazard warning signs indicating that a quarry is operating and the
presence of steep ledges or any other potential hazards. This work shall be
completed to the satisfaction of the South Taranaki District Council prior to any work
commencing on the site.

5.

That all material used for backfill and reinstatement work must be natural resources
sourced from the site. At no time must miscellaneous material or matter be used in
the reinstatement process that may result in contamination of the site.

6.

That the quarry must not operate outside the hours of 7am to 7pm Monday to Friday
and 8am to 12 noon Saturdays, except in the situation where emergency work is
required outside these hours and the approval of the Environmental Services Group
Manager has been obtained.

7.

That metal extraction, crushing or processing activities do not take place between 25
December and 30 January in any year.

8.

That metal extraction, crushing, processing or trucking activities do not take place on
Sundays, public holidays or holiday weekends.

9.

That prior to any material being removed from the settling pond, the consent holder
shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Environmental Services Group Manager
that adequate consultation has been carried out with Te Runanga o Ngati Ruanui as
to any disposal location.

Character and Amenity
10.

That landscaping is provided along the boundary of the site and the Waingongoro
River.

11.

That a landscaping and planting plan is submitted to the Council and approved by the
Environmental Services Group Manager prior to any work commencing on the site.
The plan should show:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The location of areas to be planted
Plant species
Planting density
Maintenance for the planting
A timeframe for the planting

A copy of the landscaping plan is to be provided to Te Runanga o Ngati Ruanui for
their information.
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Waingongoro River
12.

That the applicant maintains an undisturbed strip of no less than five metres across
the top, with a batter slope, ensuring that quarry operations are setback at least 10
metres from the property boundary with the Waingongoro River.
A report is to be provided from a suitably qualified and experienced engineer within
one month of excavation taking place adjoining the Waingongoro River, confirming
that this condition is being met, to the satisfaction of the Environmental Services
Group Manager.
A copy of the report is to be provided to Te Runanga o Ngati Ruanui for their
information.

13.

That excavation does not take place at a level lower than three metres above the
average height of the Waingongoro River.

Heavy Vehicle Movements
14.

That the quarry operator restricts quarry-related heavy vehicle movements on
Whenuku Road to a maximum of 8 truck movements per day and that a copy of the
log of truck movements to and from the quarry site be provided to the Council every
twelve months to demonstrate compliance with this condition.

15.

That all quarry-related heavy vehicle traffic is restricted to 50kph when using the
portion of Whenuku Road from the corner of Katene Rd to the Quarry site at the dead
end portion of Whenuku Road.

16.

That all quarry-related heavy vehicles do not use engine braking when using the
portion of Whenuku Road from the corner of Katene Rd to the Quarry site at the dead
end portion of Whenuku Road.

17.

That a road maintenance agreement is established with the Council prior to any
activity being undertaken on site. This shall include agreement of any surface
upgrade work required to be undertaken on Whenuku Road as a result of quarrying
operations.

Vehicle Access
18.

That the entrance to the quarry be formed to the Council’s Standard Tanker Entrance
specifications.

19.

That all heavy vehicles associated with the quarry enter and exit using Whenuku Rd.

Dust
20.

That all dust produced as a result of the operation of the quarry, or any vehicle
movement associated with the operation of the quarry, be controlled to the
satisfaction of the South Taranaki District Council so as not to create a nuisance to
neighbouring properties.

21.

That the access track is sealed for a distance of five metres from Whenuku Road
within 12 months from the date of the consent.

22.

That all parts of the access track that are not sealed are surfaced with lime fines.
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23.

That the quarry operator makes a water cart with a dust-suppressing agent available
at all times to control dust generated from the operation of the quarry, to the
satisfaction of the South Taranaki District Council.

24.

That any gravel material likely to generate dust when being transferred from the site
is covered at all times.

Noise
25.

That noise from the proposed quarry (except noise that is exempt from complying
with the District Plan) complies with the District Plan’s noise standards for the Rural
Zone, being:
7am to 10pm
10pm to 7am
10pm to 7am

55dBA L10
45dBA L10
75dBA Lmax

When measured at or within the boundaries of any other Rural Zoned site.
26.

That any construction activities associated with the proposed quarry taking place on
the site comply with NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise at all times.

27.

That the quarry operator provides to the Council a certificate from a suitably qualified
and experienced person stating that condition 25 of this consent is being complied
with. This confirmation is to be supplied after 6 months and 18 months of
commencement of operation of the quarry and at any time that quarrying activity
moves into a new zone.
The Council may refer the certificates to any such person as it considers appropriate
for assessment and may recover from the quarry operator all costs involved.
The Council may from time to time take or arrange for the taking of noise level data
on or about the site for the purpose of ensuring that the conditions relating to noise
are complied with.

General
28.

The quarry operator shall pay the actual and reasonable cost of monitoring the
conditions of this consent on an annual basis to the South Taranaki District Council in
accordance with Section 36(1)(c) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

Advice notes:
1.

Any archaeological site, historic heritage or protected object that is uncovered during
construction work (including earthworks, drilling or laying of pipes) is subject to
protection under the Historic Places Act 1993, the Protected Objects Act 1975.
Where any such instance occurs, work must stop immediately, pending advice from
authorised Crown agents.

2.

The applicant has agreed to the requirement of Te Runanga o Ngati Ruanui to
monitor the quarry site at least twice a year; accordingly necessary arrangements
should be made for this to occur.
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The Council draws your attention to the rights of objection to which this consent is subject,
as set out in Section 357 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
Enclosed is an invoice for the costs associated with processing this consent. Also enclosed
is information relating to the requirement to protect archaeological sites. Building and
development must not interfere with these sites.
A copy of the planning report is available upon request.
If you have any queries relating to the above decision, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Helen Johnson

Planner
helen.johnson@stdc.govt.nz
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RML13110

3 February 2014

Grant Cudby
Grant Cudby Contracting Ltd
12 Beech Place

Hawera 4610
Dear Grant

Resource Consent Application – 277 Whenuku Road, Hawera
Your application was considered by the Group Manager Environmental Services under
delegated authority on 27 January 2014 and he has resolved as follows:
THAT consent is granted to Grant Cudby Contracting Limited to change Conditions 7 and 14
and add new condition 29 of resource consent RML11031 to reflect the operational demands
and increase the heavy vehicle movements associated with onsite activities in accordance
with Section 127 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
For the following reasons:
1.

The proposed changes would not give rise to any adverse environmental effects that
are more than minor.

2.

The activity is in accordance with the District Plan’s objectives and policies and Part II
of the Resource Management Act 1991.

3.

The persons affected by the changes have provided their written approval.

Amended Conditions:
7.

That metal extraction, crushing or processing activities do not take place between 25
December in any year until the last national statutory holiday of and 30 January
in the following year. any year.

14.

That the quarry operator restricts quarry-related heavy vehicle movements on
Whenuku Road to a maximum of 16 8 truck movements per day and that a copy of
the log of truck movements to and from the quarry site be provided to the Council
every twelve months to demonstrate compliance with this condition.

29.

That the road maintenance agreement is reviewed by the Council within one
month of this consent being granted. This shall specify any surface upgrade
work required on Whenuku Road which is to be undertaken as soon as
practicable and to the satisfaction of the Council’s Roading Manager.

The Council draws your attention to the rights of objection to which this consent is subject,
as set out in Section 357 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
Enclosed is an invoice for the costs associated with processing this consent. Also enclosed
is information relating to the requirement to protect archaeological sites. Building and
development must not interfere with these sites.
A copy of the planning report is available upon request.
If you have any queries relating to the above decision, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Andrea Te Puni

Planner
andrea.tepuni@stdc.govt.nz
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Appendix 9
Traffic Assessment Report

Whenuku Road Quarry - Traffic Assessment

Contact Details
Name: Glen Randall
Opus House, 6 Ossian Street
Private Bag 6019, Hawkes Bay Mail Centre,
Napier 4142
New Zealand
Telephone: +64 6 833
Mobile:
+64 27 265 7783
Document Details:
Date:
26 September 2019
Reference: 5-WT616.00
Status:
Final
Prepared by:

Glen Randall
Principal Transportation Planner
Reviewed by:

Matt Evis
Senior Transport Planner

Approved for Release by:

Glen Randall
Principal Transportation Engineer
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1

Introduction

WSP Opus has been engaged by Horizons Trust to examine and describe the transportation
effects resulting from proposed changes to the existing quarry operations along Whenuku Road,
Normanby.
This Transport Assessment Report (TAR) describes and evaluates the traffic and transport related
features and relevant issues of the planned changes. The key elements covered in this report are:


The expected profile of truck movements throughout the day;



Effects due to the increase in truck activity as well as increased safety concerns;



Proposed roading upgrades, markings and signage;



Proposed mitigation measures to manage dust, noise and traffic;



Details regarding driver training programmes; and



Development of a communications plan.

By way of summary, it is concluded that the proposed increase in heavy vehicle activity can be
developed in a manner that ensures the traffic demands can be safely and efficiently
accommodated on the surrounding road network and that suitable access can be provided for
vehicles without negatively impacting other road users.

2

Existing Transport Network Conditions

2.1

Site Location

The site is located at 277 Whenuku Road located some 3km west of Normanby Town Centre as
shown in Figure 1. The site is located at the end of Whenuku Road and covers an area of
approximately 5.9ha. The site is bounded by the Waingongoro River along its northern and
western boundary, while Whenuku Road forms the southern boundary.
Figure 2 shows the quarry’s local context. It can be seen that the quarry operations form only a
small portion of the overall site coverage. The site comprises an open quarry area, areas to be
quarried, crushing plant, portable office building, pasture and a number of on-site settling ponds.
The surrounding area is predominantly rural in character. In all directions surrounding the quarry,
land is farmed and is typified as pasture and very little other vegetation. It is a landscape
characterised by rolling hills that fall towards the river.
There are multiple residential properties along Whenuku Road, and the closest residential
property is at 262 Whenuku Road, some 220m south of the quarry operations.
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Source: Google Maps

Figure 1 Site location in reference to Normanby

Quarry

Existing Shed

262 Whenuku Road
Source: Taranki Regional Council GIS

Figure 2 Site location

2.2

Existing Traffic Conditions

Whenuku Road is formed of a single traffic lane that supports two-way traffic movements. There is
evidence from site photos that vehicles utilise the generous grass verge provided either side of the
road when experiencing on-coming traffic.
Currently there are temporary 50km/h speed limit signs on Whenuku Road and given that the
existing road is narrow, vehicle speeds are generally low. The majority of Whenuku Road is typically
4m wide, increasing slightly towards the intersection with Ketemarae Road. The existing road
reserve is 20m wide. The road width varies along its length to accommodate various private
www.wsp-opus.co.nz
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driveways. The upper portion of Whenuku Road has no roadmarkings, while some painted
edgeline markings are present along several horizonal curves closer towards Ketemarae Road (see
Photograph 1).

Photograph 1: Existing Edgeline Markings

2.3

Road Network

Figure 3 shows the site location in relation to surrounding road network.

LEGEND

Source: One Road Network Classification

Figure 3 Road Hierarchy (NZ Transport Authority)
Whenuku Road is classified an access road between Katemarae Road and Katene Road, while the
portion north of Katene Road is classified as a Low Volume road in terms of the NZ Transport
Authority One Road Network Classification (ORNC). Katemarae Road is a Secondary Collector road
and provides direct access to Normanby Town Centre and State Highway 3.

2.4

Existing Site Access

The site currently has a designated access located at the end of Whenuku Road. Adjacent to the
quarry entrance is a driveway which provides access to a neighbouring property located at 277
Whenuku Road.
www.wsp-opus.co.nz
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277 Whenuku Road
Quarry Entrance

Photograph 2: Quarry Entrance

2.5 Traffic Volumes
The ORNC includes Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) traffic volume data and shows a demand
of only 20 Vehicles per Day (vpd) for the segment of Whenuku Road north of Katene Road,
together with 10% being Heavy Commercial Vehicles (HCV).
The southern portion of Whenuku Road carries 90vpd, while Katene Road carries 50vpd. The
portion of Ketemarae Road towards Normanby carries approximately 700vpd while the portion
south of Whenuku Road carries 650vpd.
Based on the above roads within the area appear to carry low vehicle volumes.

2.6 Pedestrians and Bicycle Access
Currently, no dedicated footpaths or cycle lanes exist within the vicinity of the site or its surrounds.
Given the remote location, it is not anticipated that any staff or visitors would walk or cycle to the
quarry.

2.7

Public Transport

There is currently no public transport service within the vicinity of the site.

2.8 Road Safety
The NZTA Crash Analysis System (CAS) was searched to determine the pattern of crashes occurring
within the study area. The full 10-year period from 2009 – 2018, including the latest data for 2019
was assessed. A summary of the crash history for the entire study area is provided in Table 1 below
while the crash locations are shown in Figure 4. A full detailed breakdown of the crashes is
available upon request.
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Injury Severity
Non-injury

2009

2010

2011

2012

1

2013

2014

2015

2016

1

2017

2018

1

3

Minor

0

Serious

1

1

Fatal
Total

Total

0
1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

4

Table 1: CAS Data

Figure 4: 10-Year Crash Locations
The 10-year review shows no distinct trends, the number of crashes per year varying from zero to
one crash per year. Only four crashes were recorded over the 10-year period, all occurring along
Ketemarae Road.
One serious crash occurred 2011 along Ketemarae Road some 130m north of the intersection with
Whenuku Road. This crash was due to the driver losing control due to a vehicle fault and leaving
the road. The crash occurred during bright sunshine and dry conditions.
In summary, a review of the crash history showed that the crash rate is comparatively low and no
underlying safety concerns were identified which could pose an adverse risk to drivers. It is
expected that the additional traffic from the quarry should not adversely affect the safety of the
road user.
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3 Proposed Development
Existing resource consent conditions for extracting materials from the quarry limits the existing
operation to 16 truck movements per day (i.e. 8 truck loads of material per day). All trucks utilise
Whenuku Road to enter and exit the quarry. The site currently produces and supplies aggregates
for the local community of Hawera, mainly used as base course products in roading, pathways,
drainage, cow races and foundation works for infrastructure projects.
Horizons Trust are seeking to increase quarrying activities within the site is to meet current and
future market demands. The proposal seeks to increase truck movements to a maximum of 40
truck trips per day, with a maximum of 60 truck trips for 10 days of the year. The variance is to
cater for variable periods where there are no movements due to adverse weather conditions and
to assist with delivering on major contract work at peak times.
Being a quarry, the site only employs 2-3 staff and given that the proposed increase in truck
movements will not generate additional staff, no increase staff trips are anticipated.

4 Traffic Effects
The traffic distribution of trips is dependent upon the local demand and customers are likely to
travel to/from locations both north and south of the quarry.
All trucks are encouraged to travel the full length of Whenuku Road to Ketemarae Road where
they will either turn left towards Normanby and SH3, or turn right towards Hawera. The
distribution of truck movements varies and discussions with the quarry operator has indicated that
50% of vehicles turn left out, while 50% turn right. Given the low vehicle volumes no additional
improvements are deemed necessary at the Whenuku Road / Ketemarae Road intersection.
The following improvements/upgrades are currently in place / proposed to mitigate any adverse
impact due to the increase in truck movements:
1)

A sprinkler system has recently been installed to assist in dust suppression as well as the
migration of detritus onto Whenuku Road (see Photograph 3 below);

2) Two quarry specific signage is in place to slow truck speeds and to warn drivers to be
vigilant/ courteous to other road users. These freight driver instruction signs have been
erected as driver exit the quarry onto Whenuku Road (see Photograph 4 below) as well as
enter Whenuku Road from Ketemarae Road;
3) Construction of embayment areas along Whenuku Road to allow two vehicles to pass one
another safely (see Figure 5). The length of these embayments are to be at least 20m in
length and 3.5m wide to accommodate all vehicles sizes. The embayments are to be
gravel, similar to that used for the road base course and compacted to a suitable level to
ensure heavy vehicle use. The approximate embayment locations are also shown within
the local context in the photos below. It is further proposed that the use of these
embayments be monitored by South Taranaki Quarries through the Freight Management
Plan to reinforce compliance.
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Photograph 4: Existing Sign near Quarry Exit
Photograph 3: Sprinkler System

Figure 5: Proposed Road Improvements
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Existing
Embayment

Existing
Embayments

Location 1 – Proposed Embayment Areas

Location 2 – Proposed Embayment Areas

Proposed
Embayment

Proposed
Embayment

Location 3 – Proposed Embayment Areas

Location 4 – Proposed Embayment Areas

5 Driver Behaviour Guidance
The increase in truck movements increases the likelihood of interaction with other road users.
Accordingly, to offset any potential increase in risk associated with the increased truck
movements, this report provides guiding principles for drivers with due attention to:


Driving with consideration and respect for other road users and road conditions.

These principles are aimed at driver behaviour and can best be achieved by:


driving within the speed limit;



where necessary, adjusting your travel speed for the current traffic conditions (e.g. weather,
lighting, and other traffic flows);



ensuring your truck is in a good operating condition;



driving within the limits of your capabilities;



using headlights and flashing beacons where appropriate;



not using engine braking along Whenuku Road;
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not using a hand-held mobile phone while driving;



following the guidance of South Taranaki Quarries Standard Operating Procedure.

All drivers must have the appropriate vehicle class endorsements on their license to operate the
truck they are driving. This will be enabled and managed through the Freight Management Plan.

6 Liaison / Complaint System
South Taranaki Quarries is a responsible and considerate company within the local community.
Therefore, as part of the proposed Freight Management Plan currently under development, the
local community are encouraged to make contact with the liaison representative directly to
discuss comments, concerns or complaints.
Driving offenses are also recorded as part of South Taranaki Quarries Quality Management system
and repeat offenders will be refused entry to the site.
If complaints are not dealt with effectively and require escalation they should be addressed to
South Taranaki District Council.

7

Conclusions

It has been assessed that the additional truck movements generated by the quarry can be
accommodated by the existing road network without adversely affecting the operation and
function of Whenuku Road and other local roads.
Signage has recently been introduced to inform customers on their expected behaviour. In
addition, a sprinkler system has been installed to assist in reducing dust generation and to limit
detritus from migrating onto Whenuku Road.
Furthermore, embayments are proposed at various locations along Whenuku Road to improve
passing opportunities and to ensure that two vehicles are able to pass one another safety.
A Freight Management Plan has been prepared and intended to be continuously updated which
will establish expectations for driver behaviour and operations.
It is therefore concluded that the proposed increase in truck movements will have a minimal
impact on Whenuku Road and other road users from both a capacity and safety perspective.
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